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DIARY DATES
July:
1st—Reports home
2nd—Bush Day!
3rd—Last day of Term 2, 2:15pm
finish
20th—TERM 3 BEGINS
23rd—External School Review

Issue No. 10

Dear Families,
We are at the end of another term, can you believe it!? What an interesting term it
has been with the changes due to Coronavirus. It has been great to see the resilient
way in which learners have worked through this time and continued to focus on their
learning. Well done everyone, you have done a great job!
A BIG THANK YOU!
Thank you to TILT Lend A Hand group from Snowtown who supplied us new ta-

August:

bles through a local grant. It is lovely to have new, wooden tables from Felton Indus-

3rd—Miss Barns Partnership mtg
4th—Assembly
5th—Governing Council mtg

port from this local group and appreciate the grant they provided us with.

tries for our children to sit around at eating times. We are very grateful for the supEXTERNAL SCHOOL REVIEW:
On Wednesday in Week 1, we will have 2 review officers onsite to be involved in the

ATTACHMENTS:
 Encounters with Emily

External School Review. These happen every three years and give schools the opportunity to share with the review officers the changes and implementations that have
happened over the years. We ask everyone who is able to, attends a coffee morning
on Wednesday the 23rd of July. This will give parents the opportunity to share with
the review panel around the changes to the school. The children, staff and Education

Look at what we received from
Felton Industries….

THANK YOU TILT
for our grant!!!

Director will also be involved in this process. It is a fantastic opportunity to further
share our sites improvement process.
HEGGERTY FOR TERM 3:
In Term 3, Brinkworth will implement the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness program
after discussion with our local speech pathologist Karyn Wiseman. This program
helps learners to think daily around listening for rhyming words, syllables, and first,
middle and end sounds in words. The learners also work on sound manipulation ie.
Swapping them around to make different words. By developing the ability to analyse
and “play with sounds” in words, learners are better able to sound out words when
reading and spell words when writing. Educators are viewing this as a learning
sprint and see strong correlation with our oral language improvement goals. If you
have any further questions around how to develop your child’s phonemic awareness
skills at home, please see your

CAN YOU SPARE
SOME TIME?
We would appreciate all parents
opinion during our External
School Review. We would love
for you to come in for a coffee
and chat with the review panel
on Wednesday morning from
8:30am!

child’s educator.
HOLIDAY THOUGHTS:
This

term

has

definitely

thrown us some curveballs
and made us think about the
things

we

value

in

our

worlds. Over the holidays, I
hope you can take some time
to reflect, relax and enjoy this
breathtaking thing called life!
Miss Barns

WHAT’s GOING ON IN THE AFTERNOONS
Three afternoons a week our learners are involved as a whole group in The Arts,
Design & Tech and Gardening.

JAPANESE
Today we learnt about Tanabata
Festival, the Star Festival. We
watched a story online to learn
more about the festival.

Design and Tech Gardening
This was a design and tech afternoon task in
the bases. Working with the children from their
own base children had to design a 40x60cm flag
that clearly represented each person in the
base. The flag needed to be securely attached
to a pole and be hoisted to at least 3 metres.

We tried really hard to make origami stars which are used for the
festival as decoration. They were
really tricky.

Star of the
fortnight

Well done Eli and Isaac on
ending Term 2 as our Stars!!!

Values Award

Congratulations
Ty, Will, Bailey and Layla for
working hard on our school
values

WE’RE WORKING TOWARDS
SOME BIG LEARNING GOALS!
KINDY

This term we have been meeting the 7 Kimochi Characters - Bug, Cloud, Huggtopus, Cat,
Lovey Dovey, Bella Rose and Clover. Each character has unique character traits, likes and dislikes and favourite
numbers and food. The children have been enjoying getting to know them, and learning some of their favourite
sayings, such as Cat, who teaches us ‘It’s Ok to be mad, but it’s not Ok to be mean.
Each Kimochi also comes with 3 feelings in their pouches. Bug has Scared, as she is scared to change into a butterfly. She also has Brave, as when we feel scared, it’s a chance to put our brave in front and try something that is
out of our comfort zone.
The Kimochi’s have helped us to learn new vocabulary to express our feelings, and shown us everyone feels emotions that
are hard to have sometimes. It’s how we deal with them that
matters! Next term, we look forward to learning the Keys

of Communication to help us better communicate with others.
- Kim

R—3

MATHS in Fitness & PE

In mathematics we are practising thinking and talking like mathematicians. When we are working in the Number drawer and
need to say an equation we try to remember to say 'add' instead of 'plus' eg. 5 add 5 equals 10. We have had plenty of opportunity to practice when playing game that help us with our fluency of the equations that equal 10 (partioning facts to 10)... ask
your children about Kaboom, the Cup Game and Partition Memory!
- Mrs Wright

All children like competitive games so adding numbers into games means they are working on
recalling number facts, while also keeping score.
Bowls was one of our focus sports in PE this term. The students played a game called Grand
Canyon. Each student scored 1 to 3 depending how close their bowl landed to the Grand Canyon. Each students score was added to the team total. teams each person’s scores were for
reaching a certain point or goal were added together for team points.
Frisbee was another focus sport. This included the game of Frisbee Golf. The aim being to
reach within a student’s step length of a particular object in the minimum number of throws. The total throws were then added for a final personal score.
- Mrs Jones

3—6 Numeracy —Decade Numbers
A decade is a period of 10 years. The word is derived (via French and Latin) from the Ancient
Greek: δεκάς, romanized: dekas, which means a group of ten.
The Deca Tree
The Deca tree has 10 trunks. On each trunk there are 10 branches. On each branch there
are 10 twigs. On each twig there are 10 leaves.
One day a woodcutter came along and cut down one
trunk from the tree. Then he cut off one branch from another trunk of the tree.
He then cut off one twig from another branch.
Finally, he pulled one leaf from another twig.
How many leaves were left on the tree?
- Ms Kenny

BRILLIANT LEARNERS
In early June each student chose a fitness goal as below:
Improve my 100m run PB Griffin
Improve how far I can kick a football Ty
Run 2 laps without stopping Harper
Run 1km faster than 8:59 Eden
Run 10 laps (2.5kms) without stopping Hannah
Run 4kms Lara and Will
Run 1km faster than 8:40 Isaac
Run 1km without stopping Ripley and Banjo
Run 500m without stopping Todd
Do 100 push-ups Zayden
Do bicycles for 3 minutes Eli
Skip 200 times Layla
Do 30 sit-ups Bailey
Do 100 sit-ups and 100 jumps Toby
Almost all of these were achieved over the following weeks.
Check with your child to see if they achieved their goal. The
students have shown great resilience and perseverance to
reach their own goals. I’m really proud of their efforts and the
children should be proud of their achievement too!

Cyber Safety Learners

Mathletics
& Multi Lit
achievers

Well done everyone! Mrs Jones
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Kids Helpline
If your child is facing any concerns or worries, particularly with this current unrest, please do not hesitate to call
Kids Helpline for advice.
Phone: 1800 551 800

